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Our People
Working with Veracode you gain access to some of the 
top security experts in the industry. These experts can 
offer strategic advice for building a scalable program, 
help executing your program, and remediation 
coaching for when flaws are found.

VIEW CAREERS AT VERACODE
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GET A DEMO

Veracode envisions a world where the 
software fueling our economic growth and 
solving society's greatest challenges is 
developed secure from the start

Our Process
Our goal is to work with your security and development 
teams to create an advanced program – one that 
reduces risk across your entire application landscape, 
and accelerates your business. By embedding into your 
existing software development workflow, Veracode is 
able to ensure assessments and vulnerability 

VIEW OUR SERVICES

Built By Strong Leaders
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View Entire Leadership Team >

Sam King
Chief Executive Officer

Chris Wysopal
Founder, Chief Technology Officer, CIO

Elana Anderson
Chief Marketing Officer

David Forlizzi
Chief Financial Officer

An Interconnected 
Global Culture
We have offices around the world designed to 
inspire innovation and collaboration

VIEW CAREERS

Follow Veracode

BURLINGTON, MA LONDON SINGAPORE PRAGUE REMOTE

The Total Economic ImpactTM of 
Veracode’s SaaS AppSec vs. On-Prem

WHITE PAPER
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Veracode achieves recognition for speed and fit for 
developer workflows with Amaon Web Services

LATEST NEWS

Open source code flaws may lead to new Heartbleed

New research reveals that 70% applications have open 
source security flaws
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READ THE STUDY

Our Technology
The power of the Veracode Platform is in its 
scalability, integrations with development tools and its 
ability to ensure security policies are consistently 
enforced across the enterprise. While some companies 
talk about scanning 10,000 applications overall, we 
scanned that many applications for a single customer.

VIEW PRODUCTS

Trusted By Companies You Trust
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Read Customer Stories >

“We weren’t looking for an on-prem solution that 
required us to hire people to manage and upgrade.”

Wallace Dalrymple
CIO, Advantasure

“The vision at Cox Automotive is to transform the way 
the world buys, sells, owns and uses cars.”

Tabrez Naqvi
Director of Information Security and Risk for Cox Automotive
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Software is crucial in our digital world. And 
organizations today need the ability to 
confidently and efficiently create secure 
software that moves their business 
forward. Read the Magic Quadrant for 
Application Security Testing (April 2020) to 
learn why Veracode was named a Magic 
Quadrant Leader.

7 Time Leader in 
the Gartner Magic 
Quadrant
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